
LOBALFOUNDRIES is the world’s first full-service semiconductor 
foundry with a truly global manufacturing and technology 
footprint. Its vision is to reshape the semiconductor industry through 

collaboration and innovation (www.globalfoundries.com/about). As the 
senior manager and deputy director of electrical systems, Thomas Burke 
is responsible for overseeing the operations of electrical facilities, enabling 
him to use his 30-plus years of experience in leading the operations of large 
iron foundries with multiple vertical and horizontal molding lines. Coming 
from a background in the automotive machining and assembly industry, 
Mr. Burke was drawn to GLOBALFOUNDRIES because of the company’s 
vision. He demonstrates a great level of skill in the areas of process 
improvement, value stream mapping, SPC, kaizen, 5S, manufacturing, 
industrial engineering, supply chain management and ISO. An industry 
leader and recognized operations professional by the American Foundry 
Society, he has earned such accolades as the title of VIP of the Year and 
Elite American Executive.

Mr. Burke attributes his success to his hard work, loyalty and honesty. The 
highlight of his career was launching a transmission program in a rural Ohio 
town using a workforce with very little machining experience. He developed 
the team into a precision machining facility achieving better than 5PPM 
quality performance. It was also during this time that Mr. Burke was able to 
establish his reputation in the industry. He was able to differentiate himself 
through collaboration to develop and produce teams that change the 
ways people live, work and play.

Mr. Burke’s education and extensive experience have allowed him to 
propel his career to new heights. He holds an MBA from Michigan State 
University and a Bachelor of Science in electrical engineering from 
the United States Military Academy in West Point, N.Y. Noteworthy roles 
in his career have included senior manager of energy and power for 
American Axle & Manufacturing, director of facilities, maintenance and 
environmental for Accuride Corporation, and vice president of operations 
for Brillion Iron Works. As he looks to the future, Mr. Burke intends to continue 
demonstrating an expertise and passion for operations as he helps to lead 
GLOBALFOUNDRIES in executing its vision for the semiconductor industry.
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Career Highlights:
As the VP of operations for 

Brillion Iron Works, Mr. Burke was 
responsible for managing the 
operations of the company, 

comprised of more than
500 employees.

While he was with
Accuride Corporation,

Mr. Burke oversaw projects that 
totaled more than $100 million.

As the senior manager of
energy and power for

American Axle & Manufacturing,
Mr. Burke was responsible for 

overseeing energy improvement 
initiatives for more than 10 global 

manufacturing facilities.

In five years:
In the next five years,

Mr. Burke would like to continue 
to grow within the company 

with the hope of collaborating 
with program management for 

international expansion.

On the Web:
LinkedIn Profile

www.globalfoundries.com

www.thomas-burke.net
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